Abstract-The numerical stability of a recent QR-based fast least squares algorithm is established from a backward stability perspective. The paper introduces a stability domain approach applicable to any least squares algorithm, so constructed from the set of reachable states in exact arithmetic. The error propagation question is shown to be subordinate to a backward consistency constraint, which requires that the set of numerically reachable variables be contained within the stability domain associated to the algorithm. This leads to a conceptually lucid approach to the numerical stability question which frees the analysis of stationarity assumptions on the filtered sequences, and obviates the tedious linearization methods of previous approaches. Moreover, initialization phenomena and considerations behind poorly exciting inputs admit clear interpretations from this perspective. The notion of minimality (in the system theory sense) is shown to be a crucial consideration from the consistency perspective, and the fast QR algorithm under study is, in contrast to many fast algorithms, proved to be minimal.
I. INTRODUCTION DAPTIVE least squares filters are widely used in
A various signal processing and control applications owing to their robust convergence properties and consistent parameter estimates. The computational load of these algorithms is in general proportional to N 2 at each sample instant where N is the degree of the filtering problem, but by exploiting the serial structure of the input data found in many applications it is possible to reduce the complexity to a number proportional to N . The first developments towards these "fast" algorithms were made in the context of transversal filters [11] [12] [13] , but these early algorithms were numerically unstable; roundoff errors introduced by inevitable finite precision effects grow without bound, leading to the eventual divergence of the algorithms. This problem has spawned active research into the numerical behavior of adaptive filtering algorithms 141- [ lo] , leading to stabilized fast transversal filters [8] -[ 101 and motivating alternate computational structures such as lattice filters 1 l l], [ 121, and matrix QR decomposition approaches U31, 1141.
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subsequent works 1 181-[2 11 have explicitly indicated the algebraic equivalence with conventional lattice filters. Differences in implementation though translate into differences in numerical behavior, and as such the numerical study of these new algorithms remains of interest. But given that lattice filters and full QR algorithms are numerically well behaved, might this property not likewise carry over to the fast QR algorithms? This is a reasonable, though not obvious, expectation, and this paper derives the numerical stability of a fast QR algorithm exposed in [ 181 from a backward stability perspective.
Although it is tempting to conjecture algorithmic stability based on the orthogonal nature of the internal computations, some heuristic arguments should convince the reader that such reasoning may not suffice. To begin, orthogonality alone implies only that the error growth is at worst linear in the time index. Asymptotically of course this represents an unbounded growth, and clearly more convincing arguments for stable error propagation must be advanced. Indeed, the QR algorithms are based on choosing rotation angles to strategically annihilate key entries in matrices and vectors; these rotations then operate on related quantities in the algorithm. When the internal quantities are perturbed, the inferred angles are perturbed, introducing a further source of numerical error in the rotated quantities. These errors in turn cause further perturbations in the subsequent rotation angle determinations, and so on. This yields a complicated parametric feedback mechanism, and from first principles it is not clear whether this parametric feedback loop is stable under perturbations. If not, then conceivably certain rotation angles might end up spinning circles on themselves; the data operations remain orthogonal resulting in bounded signals, but the computed quantities may be entirely meaningless.
Analogous suspicious mechanisms exist in other fast algorithms, and the problem of numerical instability is generally considered difficult, if not elusive. A key paper by Ljung and Ljung [4] showed for a wide class of least squares adaptive filtering algorithms the property of stable error propagation: for certain perturbations the algorithm returns to its "true" trajectory if no further arithmetic errors are incurred. Instability of a fast algorithm was also demonstrated and subsequent studies of fast algorithms have thus focused on pinpointing unstable recprsions in the hopes of fixing them; assessments of these efforts are reviewed in [6] and [9] . As a rule, such studies are mathematically complicated and very algorithm specific, i.e., results for one algorithm may not carry over immediately to other algorithms. Moreover, such studies would suggest that divergence mechanisms for fast algorithms are somehow distinct from those well understood [22] for full algorithms.
The present paper departs from the traditional approach by exploiting a fundamentally more relevant structure: stable error propagation is closely connected to "backward" stability, a concept attributed to Wilkinson [23] , which requires that the computed quantities be the exact is shorthand for " A -B is positive definite" (respectively, "positive semidefinite"). A sequence ( x ( e ) > will be termed perfectly predictable if the optimal Nth order forward or backward least squares predictor applied to {x ( . )} results in identically zero prediction error residuals. We assume familiarity with the notion of persistent excitation, which is detailed in [ 5 ] , [7] , [22] , [34] .
11. BACKGROUND The standard least squares filtering problem is to choose . , h N -I at time n to minimize the the coefficients ho, norm of an error vector obtained as (least squares) solution to a perturbed problem. From this perspective, we show that to any fast least squares algorithm one may associate a stability domain, constructed from the set of reachable states in exact arithmetic. Unstable propagation is shown to be possible only if the computed values exit this stability domain, which allows the error propagation question to be rephrased in terms of a consistency property of the computed quantities, which consistency property proves analytically tractable. This observation leads to a highly structured approach which is conceptually lucid, frees the analysis from assumptions of stationary signals, obviates tedious linearization steps, and directly addresses the issue of whether the computed quantities remain meaningful.
The consistency approach of this paper has since been extended to other least squares filtering algorithms. In [24] for example these ideas serve to identify the structural defects of previously known fast least squares algorithms. Slock [25] has independently developed similar notions for the fast transversal equations, and has since shown the role of consistency in the numerical study of some general Kalman filtering algorithms [26] . Our development thus focuses on a fast QR algorithm, with the principal concern being stability before accuracy; if stability is not established, the accuracy question is premature.
Section I1 reviews the algorithm under study. Section I11 presents a structured approach to the stability domain concept, while Section IV applies these ideas to the algorithm under study to prove its stability. Section V addresses the more subtle issues of exact initialization, illconditioned inputs, and coarse quantization; such phenomena admit clear interpretations from the stability domain perspective.
Z denotes the identity matrix, superscript t denotes matrix or vector transposition, and the integer N is reserved for the order of the adaptive filter. If A and B are two symmetric matrices, "A > B" (respectively, "A I B " )
where 0 << U' 5 1 is a forgetting factor. Note also that prewindowing of the data is assumed. We henceforth assume w < 1 (strict inequality); error propagation is critical in long-term operation, where w < 1 is required for tracking capabilities. The filtering problem can be written in matrix form as
and the optimal vector h ( n ) can be computed recursively in time via the familiar recursive least squares (RLS) algorithm [27] , [28] :
Introducing the likelihood variable y2(n) [27] ,
and the "angle normalized" [ Introduce the QR decomposition of the data matrix X ( n ) as
Here R(n) is an N X N upper triangular matrix (the Cholesky factor of X'(n) X(n)], while the columns of Q(n) are the orthonormalized columns of the data matrix X ( n ) , i.e., the backward prediction error residual vectors of successive orders. Introducing the N-element vector Y,@> Q'(n)y(n> A sequence of rotation angles 4, are then chosen to fulfill the annihilations
=I -sin 4,(n + 1) cos +k(n + 1)
beginning with E/,$ as computed in (2.12) and using the variables xf,k computed in (2.1 1). The variables -sin 4, (n + 1) fulfilling (2.13) are the reflection coefficients of a conventional normalized lattice filter [ 181. Each angle determination amounts to one CORDIC cycle.
Using sin O,(n) from (2.12) and 7,-,(n) from the previous iteration one then computes the normalized Nth order (a posteriori ) forward prediction error
sin e,(n).
(2.14)
The normalized (a posteriori ) backward prediction errors f b , k ( n + 1) are then updated as One may show that all rotation angles may be restricted to a principal value range [-a / 2 , a/2]. A flowgraph of the overall algorithm corresponding to N = 3 is sketched in Fig. 3 . Each "butterfly" operation represents a planar rotation; the butterflies with a ground symbol at one output represent angle solving steps (i.e., the CORDIC vector modes (2.12), (2.13), or (2.17)]. The following numerical convention will prove important later: C1) If two zeros are presented to an angle solving step ((2.12), (2.13) or (2.17)), the resolved angle is chosen as zero.
This effectively eliminates singularities from the arithmetic, and ensures that the inferred rotation angle is a continuous function of the element that it annihilates. It is likewise easily programmed into CORDIC. A second numerical convention assumed is that specific finite-precision rotations are passive, i.e., the norm of a two-element vector after rotation is bounded above by the norm of the vector prior to rotation, a property that can be structurally induced in CORDIC [35] . The product of passive rotations is passive. Fig. 2 . The Gray-Markel normalized lattice filter.
ERROR PROPAGATION A N D BACKWARD
CONSISTENCY In all known fast least squares algorithms the joint-process section is subordinate to the prediction section, such that numerical stability then hinges critically on the prediction section. The intent of this section is reconcile the error propagation perspective with the property of backward stability, and in particular to show that stable error propagation is, in a meaningful sense, subordinate to a consistency property of the computed variables in the prediction section. This will allow us to infer a structured stability domain for the algorithm, which affords a lucid understanding of the stability question.
To the prediction section of a fast least squares algorithm one may associate a nonlinear system
where the state vector 4 ( 0 ) contains all the quantities that must be stored at the end of one iteration in order to propagate the solution; as the next input sample x ( n + 1) arrives, the mapping T gives the formula for the updated state vector 4(n + 1). In the present algorithm for example, we have
All other variables are determined from these, and their computations may be absorbed into the mapping T [ e , .] above. We assume henceforth that (3.1) is calculated in exact arithmetic, to serve as a model reference system.
The error propagation issue can be rephrased as follows. At time no (say) introduce a perturbation into the state vector: $ (no) = 4 (no) + 6 (no), and examine the evolution of a related system
using the same input sequence { x ( * ) } and the same mapping T, but assuming no further arithmetic errors. Ideally, the system (3.3) should return to the "true" trajectory (3.1), i.e., t ( n ) -{ ( n ) should go to zero as n -+ 00.
Robustness considerations lead us to ask whether this decay is exponentially fast L,et now C? be the class of all such perturbations to which (3.1) is exponentially stable. This class will vary with state vector position, as we shall see shortly; for now, we ignore the exact structure of e. If we consider the uniformly perturbed system
for all n (3.4) then provided i) the perturbations 6 ( a ) remain in class e, and ii) the perturbations remain "sufficiently small," standard robustness results for exponentially stable systems (e.g., [361) can be invoked to conclude that the perturbed system (3.4) evolves within a bounded variance of the true system (3.1).
Remarks :
3.1) In our context, 6 ( n + 1) is the arithmetic error denoting the difference between an implied state value T[g (n), x ( n + l)] and the actual stored value (n + 1); strictly speaking, 6 ( e ) will vary with (.), thus modifying the feedback structure of the system. Fortunately, robustness results for exponentially stable systems allow such dependence between perturbations and the state vector, in exchange for requiring the perturbations to remain "sufficiently small. " In engineering terms, this may require the numerical resolution to be "sufficiently fine" for stability to remain intact, depending on the character of feedback induced by the perturbations 6(-). In the interests of clarity, this section will assume "sufficiently fine" numerical resolution where convenient, with coarse quantization briefly treated in Section V.
3.2) If the system (3.1) is not exponentially stable under perturbations (or, equivalently, if 6(.) exits class e), the composite influence of the perturbations a(.) in (3.4) may force (. ) to deviate arbitrarily far from E ( . ), which in our context shows up as a numerical divergence problem. Traditionally approaches to the stability question include associating a Lyapunov function to (3.1) (e.g., [4]), or using local linearization plus averaging theory to reduce the system to a related linear time-invariant one (e.g., [9]). Our approach instead will emphasize the close connection between error propagation and consistency.
To begin, suppose we have complete control over the input sequence x(O), -* -, x(n). can be structurally induced. In wcirdk, i!i? CiJi!Irllltri! ' -t i lution is. at each sample instant, the exact sohition IC) w i i i cprewindowed prediction problem. A n sllg,<>rithIij xi!i hc termed backward stable if, in addition to ( 3 . 5 if, for all 6 ( n ) satisfying 116 (n)II < a , with a a prescribed
The set of boundary points will be denoted d S j ( n ) . An a-interior may be understood as a closed, strict interior of S i , and clearly one could also consider interior states that do not lie within an a-interior. The importance of a strict interior intervenes in Property 3 below.
The next structural feature we require is minimality. A n algorithm will be termed nonminimal (in the system theory sense) if the elements of ( ( e ) can be compressed into a reduced-dimension vector with no loss of information, and this irrespective of the input sequence or sample instant. Intuitively, this means that the propagated parameters in question contain ''redundancy, " since one can extract the same information with fewer parameters. In this case the state vector in (3.1) is of larger dimension than it theoretically need be. If the elements of the state vector contain no inherent redundancy, the algorithm will be termed minimal. A key feature surrounding minimality is as follows.
Property 3: a) Suppose system (3.1) is minimal, and that the input sequence { x ( -) } is bounded. Then i) the state vector evolution is restricted to dS, if and only if the input sequence is perfectly predictable; ii) The state vector evolution is restricted to an a-interior of Si if and only if the input sequence is persistently exciting. b) If on the other hand (3.1) is nonminimal, all points in S i are boundary points.
The first part will be inferred in Section IV; we remark here that the selection of the constant a in Definition 2 is related to the condition number of the data matrix X ( n ) . The second part is straightforward. If the algorithm is nonminimal, then we may express a subset of the state Property 4: Suppose a least squares algorithm is minimal and backward consistent. If the input sequence {x( -)} is persistently exciting, the algorithm is backward stable for sufficiently fine numerical resolution.
Proofi Backward consistency implies that the computed solution is always the exact solution of some prewindowed prediction problem; we need only show that the solution so computed evolves within a bounded variance of the true solution. By Property 3, the true evolution is restricted to an a-interior of Si, which is an exponential stability domain. For an appropriate a, any local perturbation is thus also contained in an a-interior, such that the uniformly perturbed system (3.4) also evolves in an exponential stability domain. Exponential stability implies bounded error accumulation provided 6 ( -) remains uniformly small, so that the finite precision system (3.4) involves within a bounded variance of the true system This establishes that stable error propagation is subor-
for all n and all inputs {x(.)} (3.1).
dinate to the consistency issue.
IV. THE STRUCTURE OF Si This section exposes the structure of Si for the fast QR algorithm under study, fills in the remaining arguments to prove Property 3, and finally indicates numerical conventions which ensure S, C Si. We assume that the origin of the time axis is aligned with the first nonzero input sample, and notationally we set 4.3) During the interval 0 I n < 2N, the input sequence x(O), * -* , x(n) provides fewer than 2N + 1 degrees of freedom in controlling the state vector evolution, in which case additional constraints on the elements of E( .) must necessarily come into play. The initialization period thus extends 2N samples. We assume for the remainder of this section that n L 2N, and delay treatment of the initialization period to Section V.
We now demonstrate Property 3a) for the present algorithm. If Si is delineated as per (4.2), the boundary states dS, may be identified as all states ( (n) for which Ej,g(n) = 0 and/or IIq,(n)ll = 1 (4.4) which we shall show to be equivalent to perfect predictability.
Since E',.(n) is the Nth-order forward prediction error energy, E),$(n) = 0 if and only if the input sequence is perfectly predictable. Note from (2.13) that the condition E;,$ = 0 is obtained if and only if l &, l = 7r/2 for some k, assuming the input sequence is not identically zero. 
it is clear that y = 0 if and only if the columns of the data matrix X are linearly dependent. In view of the Toeplitz structure for X, this is equivalent to perfect predictability.
This connects as, with a condition of perfect predictability, thereby proving Property 3.a.i) for the present algorithm. A similar line of reasoning can be used for any minimal algorithm. Note next that, because of the prewindowing assumption. the columns of the data matrix X ( n ) are always linearly independent for any nonzero input sequence {x ( . ) } , such that perfect predictability is theoretically exluded. With an appropriate choice of input sequence, though, the data matrix X ( n ) can be forced arbitrarily close to rank deficient, which would push the state [ (12) arbitrarily close to a boundary as,. In this sense the set of reachable states S I is "open": one can reach states arbitrarily close to as,, but there is no input which will force [ ( n ) to identically reach as,, save for the zero sequence itself.
The "distance" of X ( n ) from rank deficiency matrix may be gauged in terms of the singular value spread x ( n )
. which is insensitive to a scale factor of the input sequence {x ( a ) } . The matrix X ( n ) approaches rank deficiency if and only if x ( n ) + CO.
If (4.3a) holds for some cyl < 7 r / 2 , then by continuity arguments [ ( n ) cannot be arbitrarily close to as,. Again by continuity arguments, this bounds x ( n ) from above.
Note that the angles { 4 k } , {e,} are likewise insensitive to a scale factor of the input. If the input sequence {x ( e ) } is chosen such that (4.3~1) holds for all n , then x ( n ) must remain uniformly bounded.
If now the exponentially weighted signal energy Er. o(n) can be uniformly bounded from above and below, a uniform upper bound on x(n) must imply satisfaction of a persistence of excitation condition To this end thus, suppose the input sequence is
to establish an upper bound. Similarly, if (4.3b) holds for all n ,
for all n (4.8) to give a lower bound.
Conversely, if there exist no fixed constants a, fulfilling (4.3) for all n , then the state [ ( e ) must evolve arbitrarily close to a boundary as,, corresponding to data arbitrarily close to predictable, in which case the input sequence cannot be persistently exciting. This gives Property 3.a.ii); the same reasoning can be applied to any minimal algorithm.
We conclude this section by showing numerical conventions which force S, C s,. The tilde accent will denote computed values in finite precision. Property 6: Suppose the finite precision rotations { c $~( a ) } are passive. The algorithm is backwards consistent: S, C S t .
The proof is established by showing that the computed quantites ,!?;,c(n) and Eb(n) obey the bounds of (4.2). First, since l?ifi(n) is calculated as the norm of a twoelement vector, the condition Z?;$,/,'(n) > 0 is always satisfied using any stable norm-computing function, such as the circular vector mode of CORDJC. Note that errors in computing 7 are attenuated in the product ?$, and moreover, the above argument works for any 7 consistent with the inequality (4.11). The computed 7 thus need not satisfy (4.10) exactly. This proves Property 6.
Since the algorithm is minimal, Property 4 now allows us to conclude that the algorithm is backwards stable for persistently exciting input sequences, assuming sufficiently fine numerical resolution. The next section examines the consequences of poorly exciting inputs and/or coarse quantization.
V. EXACT STARTS, ILL CONDITIONED SEQUENCES, AND

COARSE QUANTIZATION
The notions of persistent excitation and sufficiently fine numerical resolution are mathematically valid concepts which prove convenient for analysis purposes. Nonetheless, not all input sequences in a given application may be sufficiently rich, and specifying wordlength constraints behind sufficiently fine resolution may be difficult, and may copceivably vary with the input signal conditioning. This section shows that the issues of exact initialization, ill-conditioned data, and coarse quantization can be fruitfully addressed from the stability domain perspective, and indeed that consideration of these issues will complement our understanding of the structure of S I .
A . Exact Starts
The state 4 ( -1) corresponding to an exact start is the minimum norm solution to the asymptotic prediction problem using zero data. Since the zero sequence is per- Considering now x ( 0 ) # 0, one notes that, for all n < N , the data matrix X ( n ) is triangular and thus invertible, so that the equation y (n) = X ( n ) h (n) may be solved exactly given any y (n). Choosing the elements of y ( n ) to contain delayed versions of { x ( e ) } gives the appropriate backward prediction problem, giving perfect backward predictability during the first N iterations. In the present algorithm, one may show
verifying that 4 (n) lies on as, for n < N . This shows that specific states on as, are reachable during the initialization period.
Exact starts are well known to suffer poor conditioning [39] , which we now reconcile with the stability domain perspective. First, states on as, do not occupy an a-interior of S I , and there is thus no guarantee of exponential stability for states on (or arbitrarily close to) as,. Thus error accumulation may be significant during the initialization period. Second, small perturbations may push ,$ (.) outside S i , resulting in inconsistency, in which case the evolution of the system can no longer be inferred from least-squares convergence theory. Thus small arithmetic errors may exert an unbounded influence on the computed solution.
A "soft start" [28] may be understood as choosing instead ,$ ( -1) to occupy an a-interior of Si ; the initial state so chosen may be understood as the exact state produced from a fictitious input sequence beginning at time n = -2N -1 (or earlier). If the sequence x ( n ) , n 2 0, is persistently exciting, the state evolution then stays in an a-interior of S I , and thus avoids the possible pitfalls induced by flirting with asi. This explains the improved conditioning induced by a soft start, giving a simple understanding of an algebraically complicated phenomenon.
Remark: Provided the condition ,$ ( 2 N ) E Si can be ensured, the algorithm should then proceed without difficulty, although (2N) may be some distance from its true value ,$ (2N). The previous section showed that the numerically reachable range of variables is restricted to Si provided the rotations { 4 k ( a ) } are passive, which ensures that g(2N) E S i . We emphasize that alternate programming conventions may not yield this property. Specifically, if the rotations { + k } are not passive, the arguments below Property 6 do not apply, and the computed g b ( . ) may have norm exceeding one. This is particularly risky during an exact start in view of (5.2), and the difficulties of [15, fig. 91 may be explained in this context. This reflects how numerical reachability properties can vary markedly with programming conventions; see [21] for related comments.
B. Ill-Conditioned Sequences
We now assume n I 2N. 111-conditioned sequences may push ,$ ( . ) arbitrarily close to as, and thus out of any meaningful a-interior of S, , placing exponential stability and the resulting bounded error growth in question. We examine here the stability behavior of the algorithm as ,$ approaches as, arbitrarily closely.
By definition, each member of S I is the exact solution of some prewindowed prediction problem. Let S:' correspond to the present algorithm, and let Sf" be the set of reachable states of any other candidate algorithm, assumed minimal. There necessarily exists an invertible mapping between Sf and Sf, since the two sets merely give different parametrizations to the same problem. Let EA E Sf and ,$B E S: . As EA approaches as;, ,$B must approach 8s:. We know, however, that no state on 8s:' or as: can be identically reached for any nonzero input sequence, so that the transformation between Sf and Sf" may not exist along 8s:' or 3s:. Hence as ,$A + as:', the transformation in question may approach singularity (as Example 2 will illustrate below), in which case it is no longer a stability preserving (a. k.a. Lyapunov) transformation. As such, least squares consistency theory does not guar-antee the error propagation behavior for state ErN = 0 Ok+, = 0 Ok = +n/2 evolution near asi; rather, this will depend on the algorithm. In general then, the mapping between Sf and S f will be guaranteed to be stability perserving only between
their respective a-interiors, corresponding to the subclass of persistently exciting data. As such, the stability behavior for states 'lose to must be examined for the algorithm in question, which we now pursue. If convention C1 were not invoked, the higher indexed rotations would be undefined. Under convention C l only one rotation angle in the set { &} may touch the edge of the hypercube (4.2b).
In the limiting case (5.3), the lattice portion degenerates to the familiar scenario of Fig. 5 , in which the lower indexed states are closed in a lossless (or oscillatory) loop, which is only marginally stable. The higher indexed prediction errors tb,;(fl), i L k , being delayed versions of
~~,~( n )
= 0, go the zero and effectively disappear from the algorithm. The angle solving step (2.17), combined with convention C1 of Section 11, then gives
and the corresponding end sections of the McWhirter structure disappear. The effective degree of the algorithm reduces to the rank of the data matrix X ( n ) , which is a common attribute of all order-recursive algorithms if programmed correctly. Consider now the RLS algorithm (2.3). It is known [5] that, as the data matrix X ( n ) approaches singularity, the inversion-lemma step (2.3d) approaches exponentially unstable propagation of P ( n ) . In the limiting case of perfect predictability thus, (2.3) degenerates to an exponentially unstable system, in contrast to the marginally stable system obtained for the present algorithm. The following example reconciles this difference:
Example 2: Fast transversal algorithms propagate the displacement structure of P ( n ) from (2.3), and again approach an exponentially unstable system for nearly predictable data. Besides Ef,N and y2, fast transversal filters also propagate the vector a of forward predictor coefficients, and the Kalman gain vector g of (2.3a), which relate to xf and Eb via2 a(n) = R-'(n -( 5 . 5 ) which case boundedness of xf and q, does not imply boundedness of a and g . Hence the transformation (5.7) is not stability perserving near 13s;. The explains why one algorithm (transversal) can approach exponential instability while another (QR) remains marginally stable. W
We conclude that the stability behavior near as, is strongly algorithm-dependent, and that the key query is whether the algorithm suffers divergence for the limiting case of rank deficient data. Order recursive algorithms have an algebraic advantage over transversal algorithms in this regard, although Kubin [7] indicates algebraic modifications to the transversal algorithm to improve its stability behavior for poorly exciting input sequences. We consider finally which strategies to pursue in case the data approaches predictability. A valid a-interior for the present algorithm is (4.3). One may interpret al in terms of a permitted ill-conditioning threshold on the input sequence: the closer a I is to a / 2 the greater the illconditioning the algorithm is willing to tolerate. Suppose step (2.13) gives a rotation angle & for which Two strategies are possible. The first is to set 5 ai for the Gray-Markel structure (2.15) and allow the algorithm to continue. This amounts to perturbing the state F towards a strict interior of S i , akin to artificially forcing greater excitation of the input sequence, and is directly analogous to regularization steps proposed by Ljung [5] for other algorithms.
The second possibility is to use (5.6) to infer that the input data is numerically of rank k , and thus to decrease the order of the algorithm to k , which is obtained by setting all higher indexed rotations to zero. This common strategy is validated by noting that the classical QR-decomposition of a Toeplitz matrix is a rank-revealing [40] decomposition, and thus that (5.6) serves as a coarse rank estimator. The results of [40] may then be used to bound the reduced-order solution from a pseudoinverse solution for the rank deficient case.
with R ( * ) the triangular Cholesky factor from (2.7). As the input data becomes ill conditioned, the transformation
c. On Coarse Quantization
The backward consistency proved in Property 6 assumes only passive rotations { + k ( -) } , and is not wordlength dependent per se. Nonetheless, passive rotations mulation of bias, particularly for short wordlengths. This section presents some general observations which may help select precision levels for certain variables.
Suppose first that the input sequence places the true value of q, near unit norm, and thus near as,, indicative of poor signal conditioning. The passive rotation constraint can only force a norm contraction in the computed vector Cb, which in effect pushes the backward prediction errors towards an interior of Si. This is akin to artificially improving the condition number of the input sequence. Consider next the case of well-conditioned stationary inputs. The backward prediction errors approach stochastic orthogonality:
for large n ( 5.7) with E[.] the expectation operator. With w near one a danger of underflow exists if the norm I I q l l contracts. In this case one is tempted to drop the passive constraint on the rotations {&(-)}, since Ellq,112 << 1. However, the backward consistency with probability one is then no longer guaranteed. In any event, (5.7) provides a workable guideline for selecting the precision for the registers which store q,, and the diagonal covariance character maximizes the "storage efficiency" according to [29] . Note that for nonstationary and/or poorly exciting signals, (5.7) may provide a poor approximation.
Contractions in calculating E),,? also appear to push this value closer to zero, and thus closer to as,. Again assuming a stationary input,
where EN is the mean-square Nth-order prediction error energy. This indicates that even for moderately conditioned data the risk of underflow in E),C is small; rather, overflow may be approached for w near one. Identical scaling considerations apply to the entries of xf . Finally, we note that Si imposes no bounds on the entries of xf, so that the rotations { O , ( . ) } which propagate these variables need not be strictly passive in finite precision. Using rotations which are statistically lossless may be desirable to reduce bias that would otherwise accumulate under the passive rotation constraint. This should likewise help to limit the accumulation of bias in the computed reflection coefficients. Further analysis is a subject for future work.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The essential contributions of this paper expose a stability domain perspective applicable to least squares algorithms, These ideas allow a nice reconciliation of the notions of consistency, error propagation, signal conditioning, minimality , and backward stability. In this context the numerical stability of the fast QR algorithm derives in essence from a backward consistency result.
The key structural advantage of this algorithm over earlier ones is minimality, a notion first addressed in [25] for the fast transversal filter equations. For nonminimal algorithms, Property 3 shows that an interior of the stability domain does not exist, in which case backward consistency properties do not apply. The numerical divergence problems of previous algorithms may be explained in this context [24] , from which one may show that any fast least squares algorithm can in principle be stabilized by modifying the algorithm to propagate a minimal parameter set. These results serve to dispel the suspicion that fast least squares algorithms are inherently numerically unstable. The class of minimal algorithms would presently seem restricted to normalized lattice algorithms, including the fast QR algorithm studied here, Cioffi's dual variant 1151, and some earlier versions (e.g., [41] , [26, prob. 17.121) ; the development of other minimal fast algorithms remains an open field. It should be noted that, as with many numerically reliable algorithms, the fast QR equations do not program well on a multiply-accumulate machine, although they map very nicely onto a CORDIC processor. Our attention has focused on the prediction equations which numerically form the critical link of fast algorithms. We should note though that the joint process section of all least squares algorithms may be addressed in the same framework. The minimal dimension of the joint process section is N variables, and most least squares algorithms, fortunately, have minimal joint-process sections. Under persistence of excitation, the joint-process equations are uniformly controllable [5] , so that state perturbations in the joint process section may be attributed to the past N reference samples y ( e ) . Error propagation properties then follow from consistency properties, as noted in [26] .
APPENDIX
Here we show that, for time indices past the initialization period, S, is all variables ( ( n ) from (3.2) which satisfy (4.2). We first show that any least squares solution must satisfy (4.2) (necessity), and moreover, than any state satisfying (4.2) may indeed be reached by an appropriate input sequence x (O), * Necessity is straightforward. From (2.12) we see that Ej,G(n) is the norm of a two-element vector, which is always nonnegative. The constraint x(0) # 0 shows also that the choice E i , c ( n ) = 0 is theoretically excluded by the arguments of Section IV. Likewise, (2.16) obviously implies IIq,(n)II I 1, and again the choice II~,,(n)ll = 1 is excluded by assuming x(0) # 0.
To show sufficiency, we shall show that all states satisfying (4.2) may be associated with the exact least squares prediction problem from some input sequence, and are thus reachable. Let X ( n ) be some candidate prewindowed data matrix as per (2.1). The prediction problem is completely specified via X ' ( n ) X ( n ) , or equivalently via ~( n )
that P ( n ) theoretically exists. Since X ( n ) has a prewindowed Toeplitz structure, it is well known [9] , [26] , [4 I] that the displacement rank of P ( n ) is theoretically three, , x ( n ) (sufficiency).
( '41) with uN and bN the coefficients of the forward and backward Nth order predictors, Eb,N the Nth order backward prediction error energy, and gN the Kalman gain vector from (2.3a). For convenience, define three polynomials via giving in particular GN(0) = 0. The following result is rephrased from Slock [25] . 
Equation (A3b) is equivalent to existence and, if satisifed, (A3a) with (A3c) become equivalent to positive definiteness. If the lemma is satisifed, then the solution set in (Al) contains a P ( n ) of the correct displacement structure to allow a square-root factorization into a prewindowed Toeplitz matrix [26] , for all n I 2N. Under these conditions, we may associate to the parameter set the exact solution to a prewindowed prediction problem. Now, from xf(n) and Ef,,,(n) the recursions (2.13) give the reflection coefficients. These plus the backward prediction errors q,(n) allow one to construct candidate forward and backward predictors plus the Kalman gain vectors of all orders using formulas from [41] or [25, sec. 8.61. Via (2.13) Part (A3a) is automatic from the condition llq,(n)ll < 1. To show parts (A3b) and ( A~c ) , we note that (A5) is a Schur recursion, so that standard arguments [42] , [43] can be used. First set . ~B k + l ( z /~w~ 1 which is sketched in Fig. 6 . This shows that T k + I(z) may be understood as a Richards section constrained by v k (z) . so that (A13) is an order recursion between all-pass functions. Stability test results for this recursion [44] show that each r]k(z) is analytic for IzI 1 1 if and only if 11vk('X')11 < 1, for all k > 0.
(AIS)
Consideration of (A5) now gives (A 16) so that (AlS) is satisfied for all points in the open hypercube (A4). From this one concludes that B N ( z ) has its zeros in IzI < w -I /~ to give part (A3c). Hence any E(n) satisfying (4.2) may, for all n 1 2N, be associated with the exact solution to a prewindowed prediction problem; moreover, the association works for any w I 1 . This proves sufficiency.
We should remark that the rotation angle set &, Ok amounts to a Schur parametrization of the lossless function vN(z). Such parametrizations are familiar from displacement rank theory [45] and lossless inverse scattering theory [46] , [47] , to which the lemma above should properly be attributed. The connection to a minimal parametrization, with its numerical consequences, has not been so widely appreciated. 
